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project:

The Heroes of the Shaft
in collaboration with Tehnica Schweiz (Gergely László and Péter Rakosi)
performance, photos, installation costumes, 2011

‘The Heroes of the Shaft’ is a project which includes a serial of performances, photographs, drawings and costumes.
It was realized as 4 live performances, and as an exhibition including different materials from the project.

project: The Heroes of the Shaft

‘The Heroes of the Shaft’ performances were a series of four tableau vivant acts, written and performed by ‘The
Heroes of the Shaft Company’. The performed stories draw from recent news, legends and memories, and deal with
permanent conflicts between the individual and the community.

„WE are in a mine, where the shaft has collapsed because of a gas explosion. A group of miners are stuck underground,
waiting helplessly for the assistance to arrive. Having nothing else to do, they entertain each other with stories, for
tales are the best cure against hunger, anxiety, and boredom. This cycle is about these miners, and their stories are
about the rough outside world, about coexistence, isolation, vileness, failure, fortune and hope.”

The performances took place on four evenings during the exhibition “No One Belongs Here More Than You” at Kunsthalle, Budapest. (26 March - 23 April 2011.)
Publication ‘The Heroes of the Shaft’, (40 pages, english, 2011, 200 copies, design: K.Š.)

costume: ‘Fireman’, photo
documentation, design: K.Š.
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project: The Heroes of the Shaft

Detail from the performance / narrators

Photo documentation of the installation at Kunsthalle, Budapest, 2011. The stage for the performances was built as a miniature of
the apse of Kunsthalle Budapest. This space served as sculpture hall since the building of this edifice in 1895.

The Heroes of the Shaft, Tableau vivant I/5. (4), 30 x 45 cm, lambda print
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The Heroes of the Shaft, Tableau vivant I/1. (4), 30 x 45 cm, lambda print
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project: The Heroes of the Shaft

drawing from the ‘The Heroes of the Shaft’ storyboard, K.Š., 29,7 x 21 cm

The Heroes of the Shaft, Tableau vivant I/6. (3), 30 x 45 cm, lambda print
The Heroes of the Shaft, Tableau vivant III/2. (4), 30 x 45 cm, lambda print
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The Heroes of the Shaft, Tableau vivant III/4. (2), 30 x 45 cm, lambda print
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project: The Heroes of the Shaft

The Heroes of the Shaft, installation views at the exhibition ‘Lost Stories’, BWA SOKÓŁ, Gallery of Contemporary Art, Nowi

Sącz, Poland, 2011
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project: Costumes

project: Costumes / from The Heroes of the Shaft serial

The Heroes of the Shaft Costumes: The Flaming Man, The Magic Hill, The Rock
costumes, textile, plastic, by K.Š.
photos, each 80 x 100 cm, lambda print on dibond
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project: The Heroes of the Shaft

Headdress, costume prototype, K.Š., 29,7 x 21 cm, collage and drawing on paper

drawings from the ‘The Heroes of the Shaft’ storyboard, K.Š., 29,7 x 21 cm

drawing from the ‘The Heroes of the Shaft’ storyboard, K.Š., 29,7 x 21 cm
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project:

GASIUM ET CIRCENSES
in collaboration with Tehnica Schweiz (Gergely László and Péter Rakosi)
performance, photos, costumes, 2012
The performance ‘Gasium et Circensens’ was located at the abandoned open-air stage at the, now closed, Gas Factory
workers housing estate, in Budapest. The site is marked by planned urbanism both from antiquity and modernity. It
was designed at the 1910-s as a exemplary model for factory workers’ dwelling. The site is also known for the ancient
Roman ruins, the excavation of the city of Aquincum that is today surrounded by the early socialist housing.
The open-air stage, added later, during the 1950s, once belonged to the Cultural House, a socialist institution, which
stopped functioning during the ‘90s and now informally serves as a storage place of the nearby ‘Aquincum’ Historical
Museum.

project: The Heroes of the Shaft / Gasium et Circenses

In this project the stage is used both as a central element and a location, without official permissions. The performance
included lectures by invited guests, - Aquincum Museums researcher, an architect and a local inhabitant, Culture
Houses ex-director, as well as the sketch written and performed by the members of the ‘The Heroes of the Shaft’
company.

Gasium et Circenses / costume prototype, poster, 69 x 100 cm, silk-screen print
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Gasium et Circenses, performance, HD video, 13’30’’ / still from the video
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project:

News from Nowhere
series of objects

News From Nowhere is an ongoing series of objects, made from wood, to be presented in an installation.

project: News from Nowhere

The title is taken as a reference and it originates from the visionary novel, ‘News from Nowhere’, written by William
Morris, British artist, designer and writer. The book was published in 1890s and is an example of utopian futuristic
vision informed and inspired by early radical socialist ideas. The book was the starting point of the piece. The first
installation (2009, Kunstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, exhibition ‘Cairoscape’) combined fragments of the original text
with photographs and objects. In doing so, I wanted to suggest a new reading of the book by proposing it as a potential
contemporary narrative.

As a point of departure this serial of objects revolves around the issue of craft (craftsmanship) and it’s relation to/role
in the todays society. The object are hand-crafted out of wood, stained and polished. Dimensions variate from the serial of small size objects, of around 20 x 25 x 30 cm, to large size individual pieces up to 2 x 4 m.
The work also looks into associative and narrative aspects of particular iconographies and defunct symbols of collective
knowledge and memory. The objects play around the idea of the possible future models of certain forms (than out of
use), or the possibility of future ‘reconstruction’.
This is an ongoing work.
News from Nowhere, objects

News from Nowhere, Pendant, wood, shellac, chain, 35 x 50 x 3.5 cm
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project: News from Nowhere

project: News from Nowhere

News from Nowhere, installation view, Aviva, Kunsthalle, Budapest

Draught-Screen, object, wood intarsia (oak, birch, cherry, pear, nut, maple), metal frame, 2 x 4 m
News from Nowhere, installation view, Aviva, Kunsthalle, Budapest
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project: News from Nowhere

Chandelier, wood and neon lights, 120 x 60 x 40 cm,
installation view, Revolutionary Decadence, Kiscelli Museum, Budapest

Chandelier, documentation photo, wood and neon lights, 120 x 60 x 40 cm
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project: Costumes

projekat: Costumes

Individual costumes, objects and prototypes

Shirt-costume, textile

Cape, costume, documentation photo, textile

Rack modell and Shirt-costume,
(Rack made in collaboration with Beatrix Szörényi), wood, 210 x 60 x 90 cm
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project: Raft Stage

‘GASIUM ET CIRCENSES’, costume, wood, textile, 2 x 1.7 x 0.6 m, 2012 (‘Raft Stage’ exhibition view, Knoll Gallery, Budapest)

The Pendant, object, wood, selack, 54 x 35 cm, 2012; on the right: Headdress, costume; Shirt-costume (‘Raft Stage’ exhibition view)

Headdress, costume; The Miner, costume; Cape, costume; Curtain, 2012 (‘Raft Stage’ exhibition view)

Headdress, costume; Cape, costume; Curtain, 2012 (‘Raft Stage’ exhibition view)
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project:

The Man with an Excavator
in collaboration with Gergely László
HD video, 4.40 min, 2010

This work evolved around a sets of real events and rethinking of the the project ‘House Museum’.
The real ‘document’ -the story-, comes from the same location as the ‘House Museum’. In this video piece it is retold
with slight modifications, and added ending, and entitled ‘The Man with an Excavator’. We left out the factual data,
and in this way the real story became an universal narrative. It is a story about progress and ruins, modernization and
passivity.

project: The Man with an Excavator

The narration is combined with the images of the objects from the ‘House Museum collection’. Steadicam recordings
were made in order to gain smooth, folathing images, a sort of a landscape.

stills from the video
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The Man with an Excavator (narration):

I’ve heard a story about a beautiful and calm village on the seaside, where people led traditional lives. They lived off cultivating
grapes and fishing. More than anything, they valued their beach, which was surrounded by a hundred-year-old pine forest.
One day, a stranger appeared in the village. Nobody knew where he came from, or what he had been doing before. He liked the
village and decided to settle down. He had no property but a modern excavator. He offered his work to the villagers in exchange for
accommodation, but he was refused, nobody trusted him.
Finally, he found an abandoned caravan, and moved in. He decided to stay by any means and serve the good of the community despite the hostile atmosphere. He would offer his expertise for free, and help everyone just to win the trust of the village community.
And so it happened. It turned out very soon that the stranger was a skillful and experienced worker, who could do wonders with his
excavator. He grubbed gardens, demolished walls, or dug trenches and grooves. Village life speeded up in no time.
Abandoning their traditional ways and tools, the villagers couldn’t get enough of the help of the stranger. A few of them still looked at
the newcomer’s methods with suspicion, though.
One year had passed and the stranger was not a stranger any more. He had become an indispensable member of the community.
project: The Man with an Excavator

His services became so popular that he couldn’t cope with all the work. He thought about it a lot and came to the conclusion that as
an equal member of the community, he too would ask to be paid for his work.
From his first income he bought new machines, and took on larger and larger commissions, outside the village as well. He became
a successful building contractor, whose name was passed on from village to village. He started employing villagers for his jobs, to
their great satisfaction.
Soon, he became considerably wealthy and very influential. He bought a big plot on the nicest spot of the village, and built a large
house for himself, which was much taller than the rest. His building blocked the sun and the view to the sea for quite some members of the community.
With his new house the excavator man made some older villagers angry, but he became a role model amongst the youngsters. He
brought colour and dash to the village. With his help new enterprises were started every day; shops, restaurants, kiosks and bed
and breakfasts were established. Lots of visitors came to admire this dynamically developing village and its wonderful coast.
The man with the shady past then made an irreparable mistake. He chose the exceptional sea coast, the beach, for his latest and
greatest enterprise. He woke up one morning, sat in his excavator and cut down the hundred-year-old pine forest. There he built a
huge „beach-bar”, with a high-end sound system, sun shades, deck-chairs and a kitchen. Some of the visitors welcomed the new
service, but he villagers unanimously objected this brutal intervention.
In desperation, the villagers turned against the stranger. From that day on, nobody worked with him or even talked to him ever
again. They refused to greet him whenever they passed him on the street. They just looked through him. He had ceased to exist as
far as the community was concerned.
The stranger didn’t understand why he had become an enemy overnight. That drove him crazy. He sat in his excavator and destroyed everything he had ever built and left the village in ruins. Nobody had ever seen him again.

stills from the video
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project:

Untitled
HD video, 3 min, loop, 2009

The video is an ambiguous encounter of two equally old ‘personas’, a 50 years old man and a 50 years old office interior. The choreography for this piece is transcribing the physical sensation between the person and the interior, as well
as the broader relationship of the body and its relation to the specific type of design, visible in the video.
Although inside the office there are no objects (papers, books, etc.) at all, the interior design and furniture, still in its
original shape and almost intact quality, have a strong presence, and therefore the space seems ‘full’. Through the sets
of repeated movements, the man is exploring the small interior, its shapes and materials.
The work evolves around the topic of the relationship of the man and functional designed forms, tactile undesrtanding
and remembering sertain shapes. It tries to point out to the disharmony in the duration and use of those forms during
the life of one man/or/ideology.
(location: director’s office, now out of use, Wien Museum, Vienna. The building was built in 1959. It was designed by
Oswald Haerdtl, a former associate of Josef Hoffmann and architect of the Austrian pavilion at world exhibitions of the
1930s.)

project: Untitled

stills from the video
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project:

Social Motions
mass performance, video, 20 min, 2007

I used Skulpturenpark* (www.skulpturenpark.org) as a stage for a mass choreography.
The initial idea for the project was based on the notion of mass ‘patterns’, the connections and contradictions in the
very basic of the conceptual, symbolic and aesthetic values of the phenomena of mass (physical) displays. I was always fascinated by the (un)controlled power of a mass and the unified dynamics of individuals under a common goal.
I found interesting relationships and similarities between past and present forms of mass displays, such as protests,
group gymnastics, ritual gatherings, social movements, processions, and simple everyday routines.
Varying from the extreme right to the extreme left, from socialism to fascism, ‘coordinated movements’ of thousands of
human bodies offer us precise readings of the society as a whole.
‘ …the aesthetic pleasure gained from the ornamental mass movements is legitimate…
The structural principle upon which they are modelled determines them in reality as well.’
(The Mass Ornament, Siegfried Kracauer, 1927)

project: Social Motions

Social Motions experiments with the idea of mass patterns and motions of different scale, defined by our cultures or
everyday habits. Whether in order and rehearsed or spontaneous and self-organized, social formations reveal how a
society orders itself, and at times, legitimises certain ideologies.
Volunteers of all ages and backgrounds were invited to participate. Numerous Berlin-based groups, civil organizations,
schools, clubs, art or media spaces, and individuals were contacted for this purpose.
The event was performed without previous rehearsals and planned without a fixed number of participants. On the day,
nearly 120 individuals joined the mass, asked to follow 3 simple instructions:
Walk slowly
Walk very slowly, in unison. Adjust to the pace of others around you.
Maintain a fixed distance
Always keep two meters distance from one another (2m is official proximity in public space, in the western hemisphere). Collectively, participants will construct hexagonal formations and should maintain this form throughout.
Quiet
Keep silence.
The performance was documented on video and photo.

* (www.skulpturenpark.org)
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The downtown wasteland known as Skulpturenpark
Berlin_Zentrum consists of approximately 5 hectares
and hosts various artistic and cultural activities.Skulpturenpark Berlin_Zentrum is a project and exhibition
venue by five artists who founded the non-profit organization, KUNSTrePUBLIK, e.V. in 2006. Skulpturenpark
Berlin_Zentrum subverts and expands the historical
notions of a “sculpture park”. The historical and current
significance of the area is thus subject to continuous reinterpretation and discussion, without affecting its basic character as an open urban space.

projekat:

project: Social Motions

stills from the video

photo documentation of the performance
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project: Social Motions

Archive of the Mass scenes, photo documentation, 82 photos on A4 cardboard

Archive of the Mass scenes, photo documentation, 82 photos on A4 cardboard

installation view, Gallery Horach Moya, Mallorca, Spain, 2011

installation view, Gallery Horach Moya, Mallorca, Spain, 2011
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project:

House Museum
in collaboration with Gergely László
installation, 2007

House Museum is build upon a story of a house, situated on peninsula Pelješac in Dalmatia (Croatia).
By adopting an archeological approach, this project explores questions of collective heritage, story telling, value
systems, expanded notions of the past and the present.
Archived objects reconstruct the past by using a private, family, story. Sociological and anthropological issues of heritage are placed in the foreground, with special emphasis on how a house can become a museum, historical witness
of the process with many layers. House Museum presents more than personal memorabilia, it is telling a story of an
entire epoch. The question of heritage in the Balkans has always been a problematic field, for various historical and
cultural reasons. House Museum is dealing with tricky issues such as repatriation and restitution in a very subtle way.

project: House Museum

*
In 2003 Serbian citizens were allowed for the first time (after the fall of Yugoslavia), to enter Croatian territory without
visas. Finally, people had the possibility to enter again the territory banned for thirteen years, some of them even to
visit their own (summer) houses.
My family’s summer house was build in 1972, in Žuljana, a small village on the Peninsula of Pelješac. When we found it
again in 2004, only the flat roof and the walls were left, and it was obvious that different people had visited and used it.
Some village neighbors said that there were soldiers, homeless and immigrants coming and going…
In the last few years, every summer, we spend a month there, trying to restore the house by ourselves. Just the clearing
of the rubbish took several week. In and around the house we came across different objects, some of which we kept.
Together they become readable and bear witness to the history of one house.

installation view

We have decided to catalogue the found objects and by organizing them into the ‘House Museum’.
We divided the objects in to 3 sections:
1. x-1971
The walls of the summer house were erected on the ruins of a very old house. Objects in this category are from the time
before the buying of the location and building of the summer house in 1972. Most of these objects were deep in the
ground, damaged, and corroded.
2. 1971-1990
Djordje Šević built the summer house using the layout of the ruined edifice in the ground and the scattered old stones
lying around. Second section contains the objects that belonged to the Šević family during the summers they spent
there from 1972 to 1990.
3. 1990-2002
The last section is of those objects that arrived to the location with the events of the war. Unfortunately we have thrown
away most of them during the clearing, so only a few of them remain and are included in the Museum collection.
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project: House Museum

photo documentation / ‘House Museum’ installation view / right side: photo documentation of the objects / installation
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publication:

WE ARE NOT DUCKS ON A POND, BUT SHIPS AT SEA
independent art initiatives, Budapest 1989-2009
2010
(book, 128 pages, english/hungarian)

This book endeavors to introduce Budapest’s independent art scene of the past 20 years and provide assistance to the
understanding of its autonomy, its transience, and its relation to the society’s economic and ideological framework
through mapping its evolution, its participants and sites.

project: WE ARE NOT DUCKS ON A POND BUT SHIPS AT SEA

It is difficult to grasp and interpret an independent art scene: its boundaries and definitions keep changing together
with the transforming political, economic and cultural environment. In accordance with their lifestyle, the independent
artists of the eighties considered themselves as ‘alternative’, while the political power viewed them as a political factor.
Today, there is a tendency to describe artists’ organizations that are unrelated to institutions and the market as ‘independent’.
The book offers a missing biography, providing reference for a better understanding of the relationship between the
self-organized and the institutionalized, and the manifold ways in which these structures mutually shape one another.
It is about the projects set up on non-bureaucratic structures which emerged and were transformed along various
schemes, before disappearing. It is about sites, which elude self-definition and almost never leave behind a documented trace.
Content:
- Introduction / Between the Theatre and the Museum - Katarina Šević
- Budapest: Continuum Hypothesis - Nagy Gergely
- Suspended Communities - Polyák Levente
- Alternatives to the Institutional System - Mélyi József
- Center versus Periphery - Czeglédi Nina
- Operation Paprika, or how to bring the Hungarian cultural life to bubble and tremble - Jan Kennis
- Import/Export - Self-interview Impex
- Directory of 60 spaces
- Centres of Periphery - alternative communities and culture in Pécs - Lowas Péter
- Quotations
- The Black Box of Artists’ Initiatives - Hegyi Dóra, Tímar Katalin
- Bibilography
- Biographical notes
Colophon:
Editors: Katarina Šević, Rita Kálmán
Co-editors: Mónika Bálint, Judit Csatlós
Translations: Zsófia Rudnay, Dániel Sipos, Hajnalka Somogyi, Jim Tucker
Proofreading: Judit Csatlós, Jim Tucker
Design: Kasia Korczak
Publisher: Impex - Contemporary Art Provider
Budapest , 2010
ISBN 978-963-06-5169-1

pages from the book

The book was partly edited within the exhibition /open editorial office in Trafo Gallery, Budapest
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project: WE ARE NOT DUCKS ON A POND BUT SHIPS AT SEA

pages from the book

exhibition/editorial office, Trafo Gallery, Budapest, installation design: K.Š.

Impex, independent art space, office, 2006-2009, Budapest

exhibition/editorial office, Trafo Gallery, Budapest, installation design: K.Š.
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publication:

DIE PLANUNG, magazine from 2011, 2036 and 2048
2007
3 issues, (3 x 200 pages, english/german/french/hungarian/serbian)

DIE PLANUNG / A TERV is a publication for the utilization of the future, now. Each of the three issues of the print
magazine carries a different date from the future (June/July 2011, 2036 and 2048). In fact, these issues are an advance
from the future, and they will be published in those same future years in order to be verified.
Around 60 international authors and artists have been contributing to this operation with historical, futurological,
sociological, philosophical, literary and artistic work from one of those specific future dates.
Authors include: Sebastian Cichocki, Daniela Comani, Beatriz Colomina, László Garaczi, Ulrich Gutmair, Donna Haraway, Vera Tollmann, McKenzie Wark, Guy van Belle, Maja & Reuben Fowkes, Donna Haraway, Balázs Bodó, Stephan
Trüby, János Sugár, Ines Schaber, J. A. Tillmann, Carolee Schneemann, Kathrin Röggla, Velimir Abramović, grupa
ŠKART...

project: DIE PLANUNG

Initiators, editors and publishers of the project are: Sandra Bartoli, Martin Conrads, Silvan Linden, Levente Polyák and
Katarina Šević.
pages from the publication

3x1000 copies
Berlin/Budapest, 2007
photo of the Die Planung editorial wall

pages from the publication
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Katarina Šević:

CV
(1979) Novi Sad (Yugoslavia/Serbia), based in Budapest and Berlin

CV

education:
1999-2004 MA, Intermedia Department, Hungarian University of Fine Arts, Budapest, Hungary
2008-2013 Doctoral Program, Phd Department, Hungarian University of Fine Arts, Budapest, Hungary
selected group exhibitions:
2013 ‘Exceeded History’, Austrian Cultural Center, Budapest, Hungary
2012 ‘Miner’s Capriccio’ / ‘Shifting’, Kassak Museum, Budpest, Hungary
2012 ‘Reskilling’, Fabrikken for Kunst og Design, Copenhagen, Denmark
2012 ‘The Most Beautiful Building’ Mixer festival, Belgrade, Serbia
2012 ‘Worn Objects’ FUGA Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2012 ‘Guided Visions’, Demo Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2012 ‘Transactions’, CCE/G, Guatemala, Guatemala
2011 ‘Lost Stories’, BWA SOKÓŁ, Gallery of Contemporary Art, Nowi Sącz, Poland
2011 ‘Transactions’, Horach Moya Gallery, Palma, Mallorca, Spain
2011 ‘Lost in Transition’, EKKM / Contemporary Museum of Art, Tallinn, Estonia
2011 ‘Stücke des Widerstands – Pièces de résistance’, Motorenhalle, Dresden, Germany
2011 ‘Loophole to Happiness, Futura Gallery, Prague, Czech Republic
2011 ‘No One belongs here more than you’, Műcsarnok (Kunsthalle), Budapest, Hungary
2011 ‘Loophole to Happiness’, Muzeum Sztuki, Lodz, Poland
2010 ‘Loophole to Happiness‘, Trafo Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2010 ‘Aviva Contemporary Art Award’, Műcsarnok (Kunsthalle), Budapest, Hungary
2010 ‘There Has Been No Future, There Will Be No Past’, ISCP, New York, USA
2010 ‘The future of the future’, DOX, Prague, Czech Republic
2010 ‘Where do we go from here’, Secession, Vienna, Austria
2010 ‘Mute Signs’, Academy of Art, Budapest, Hungary
2010 ‘Everytime Everything for Everybody’, Institute of contemporary Art, Dunaújváros, Hungary
2009 ‘Performance III’, Fotogalerie Wien, Vienna, Austria
2009 ‘Typopass – critical design and conceptual typography’, Labor Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2009 ‘Revolutionary Decadence’, Kiscelli Museum, Budapest, Hungary
2009 ‘Interval – A Gallery’, Dorottya Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2009 ‘Image and Memory’, Institute of Contemporary Art, Dunaújváros, Hungary
2008 ’Cairoscape’, Kunstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, Germany
2008 ’We are not ducks on a pond but ships at sea’, Trafó Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2008 ‘Processes’, Videospace Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2008 ‘Tales around the pavement’, CIC – Contemporary Image Collective, Cairo, Egypt
2007 ‘Parcella’, Impex, Budapest, Hungary
2007 ‘Futurama – Reinventing the tradition’, CHB, Berlin, Germany
2007 ‘Bunker Design’, Hungarian Cultural Center, Moscow, Russia
2006 ‘Re_dis_trans’, Apexart Gallery, New York, USA
selected public performances:
2012 ‘Gasium et Circenses’ (with Tehnica Schweiz), open stage, Gas Factory, Budapest, Hungary
2010 ‘The Heroes of the Shaft’, (with Tehnica Schweiz), performance serial, Kunsthalle, Budapest, Hungary
2007 ‘Social Motions’, Skulpturenpark, Berlin, Germany
solo exhibitions:
2012 ‘Objects of Reference’ (with Beatrix Syörényi), Etc. Gallery, Prague, Czech Republic
2012 ‘Raft Stage’, Knoll Gallery, Budapest, Hungary

2012 ‘The Heroes of the Shaft’ (with Tehnica Schweiz), Lumen Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2011 ‘The Age of References’ (with Beatrix Syörényi), Karton Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2011 ‘The Collective Man and The Heroes of the Shaft’, (with Tehnica Schweiz), Space Gallery, Bratislava, Slovakia
2011 ‘Emotional Space’, (with Csaba Nemes), Knoll Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2010 ‘Long-term action’, (with Gabriella Csoszo), Karton Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2009 ‘What I see might blind you’, AiR base, Museums Quartier, Vienna, Austria
2006 ‘House Museum’, (with Gergely László), Remont Gallery, Belgrade, Serbia
2006 ‘House Museum’, (with Gergely László), Academy of Art, Budapest, Hungary
2006 ‘Packing-case’, (with Timea Oravecz), Dorottya Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2003 ‘Fitness and Wellness’, ŠKUC Gallery, Ljubljana, Slovenia
2003 ‘Fitness Center’, Salon of Museum of Contemporary Art, Belgrade, Serbia
residencies, workshops:
2012 residency at Fabrikken for Kunst og Design, Copenhagen, Denmark
2011 workshop ‘Paths Crossing’, HIAP, Helsinki, Finland
2011 workshop, Self-publishing in the times of freedom and repression, Center for Visual Introspection, Bucharest,
Romania
2009 residency at Gasworks, London, UK
2009 residency at q21/tranzit, Museums Quartier, Vienna, Austria
2008 residency at CIC - Contemporary Image Collective, Cairo, Egypt
selected public lectures and lecturing:
2012 presentation of the work, Fabrikken for Kunst og Design, Copenhagen, Denmark
2011 presentation of the work, Gallery Augusta, Helsinki, Finland
2011 public lelcture, ‘Public spaces, public events, public art’, Ludwiginzert, Budapest, Hungary
2010 ‘We are not ducks at the pond but ships at sea’ lecture and book launch, Labor, Budapest, Hungary
2010 ‘Pages as independent space’, workshop and public lectures, Badischer Kunstverein, Karlsruhe, Germany
2010 public lecture, ‘Le Grand Magasine’, Simposium, CHB, Berlin, Germany
2009 presentation of the work,Gasworks, London, UK
2009 visiting lecturer, Seminar ‘Design politics’, University of Humanities (ELTE), Budapest, Hungary
2009 presentation of the work, Videopresentations, Crosstalk, Labor, Budapest,
2007 presentation of the work, CIC, Cairo, ‘Paralellism as a condition’
2007 Die Planung, publication release presentation, West Balkan, Budapest, Hungary; West Germany, Berlin, Germany
2007 ‘Europe now | next’, international conference, Collegium Hungaricum, Budapest, HU
independent spaces/platforms:
2006 -2008 IMPEX - Contemporary art provider, co-initiator with László Gergely, Rita Kálmán, Budapest, Hungary
2007 In-between Zones, international workshop, co-initiator and -organiser, Budapest, Hungary
2003 -2006 DINAMO - Artist Run Space, co-initiator together with Hajnalka Somogyi, Budapest, Hungary
publications:
Object of reference, artist book with Beatrix Syörényi, 2012
Lumen Station No.1, editorial team, graphic design, 2012
The Heroes of the Shaft, artist book, editing, 2011
We are not ducks on a pond, but ships at sea, Independent art spaces, Budapest 1989-2009, initiator, -editor, -publisher,
2010
Die Planung / A Terv, magazine from the future, issues: 2011, 2036, 2048, co-initiator, -editor, -publisher, 2007
In-between Zones, co-initiator, -editor, -publisher, 2007
Fire Wall, co-initiator, -editor, -publisher, 2006
works in Public Collections:
ICA - Dunaújváros Institute of Contemporary Art, HU
MICA - Miskolc Institute of Contemporary Art, HU
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